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Frontal polymerization is a mode of converting monomer into polymer via a localized exothermic

reaction zone that propagates through the coupling of thermal diffusion and Arrhenius reaction

kinetics. Frontal polymerization was discovered in Russia by Chechilo and Enikolopyan in 1972.t

The macrokinetics and dynamics of frontal polymerization have been examined in detaiF and

applications for materials synthesis considered2

Large temperature and concentration gradients that occur in the front lead to large density gradi-

ents. Figure 1 presents a schematic for a liquid monomer, usually a monoacrylate, being converted

to a liquid (thermoplastic) polymer. The velocity can be controlled by the initiator concentration

but is on the order of a cm/min. 2'4 If the liquid monomer is multifunctional, then a solid (thermoset)

polymer is formed. Convection can occur with all types of monomers if the front propagates up a

tube. Bowden et al. studied liquid/solid systems, s McCaughey et al. studied liquid polymer

systems. 6 Descending fronts in thermoplastic systems are also susceptible to the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability]

I. Effective Interfacial Tension in Miscible Fluids

When two miscible fluids are placed in contact there exists a transient interfacial tension caused by

differences in intermolecular forces. The theoretical basis goes back to an idea proposed in 1904,

now called the Korteweg stress, in which a nonuniform concentration distribution can lead to

stresses in a fluid) Cahn and Hilliard developed the theory in 1958. 9 They proposed that the

effective interfacial tension (EIT) should follow this relationship:

= k!.l Vc 12d_ '

where" C is the mole fraction of one component of a binary system, k is a constant with units of

Newtons. If we consider a linear concentration gradient in one dimension, then we can write:

o=k AC2
8
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where 8 is the length over which the concentration changes, and AC is the difference in composi-

tion.

Petitjeans measured the effective interfacial tension of glycerin and water, which are miscible in all

proportions, using the spinning drop method and determined a value of 0.58 mN/m) ° We have

measured the dependence of the EIT and found it decreases with temperature. However, this is not

true for hexyl acrylate/poly(hexyl acrylate), which increases with temperature.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a propagating polymerization front (liquid/liquid) showing approximate

scales of variations in temperature, conversion, viscosity and density. Courtesy of Paul Ronney.

II. Effective-lnterfaciai-Tension Induced Convection (EITIC)

It is well known that temperature and/or concentration gradients perpendicular or parallel to a fluid/fluid

interface can lead to convection, t_ Nonetheless, we know of no work on convection induced by

effective interfacial tension gradients in miscible systems. Because of the large gradients produced in

frontal polymerization, we propose that such convection could occur with a liquid monomer producing a

liquid polymer. Specifically, measurements of the front width indicate that it decreases about 20% from

the center of a 1.5 cm diameter tube to the walls, because of heat loss. We estimate the effective interfa-

cial tension in the center of the tube to be 0.5 mN/m. At the wall it should be 0.4 mN/m.

Simulations for a model static system with the same gradient of interfacial tension with a single

fluid indicates that flows would be has high as 20 cm/min for the monomer viscosity to 0.2 cm/min

with 3 Stokes polymer.

We developed a numerical model based on Korteweg stresses induced by variations in the width of

a sharp gradient and temperature gradients parallel to a uniform concentration gradient and demon-

strated that convection can occur. The magnitude of the flow is comparable to that found in simu-

lations with immiscible fluids but the flow exhibits a single vortex.
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Tubular Reactors': Frontal polymerization of thermoplastics is an excellent model of adiabatic

tubular reactor polymerizations without flow. Tubular reactors are prone to fouling because of

radial gradients in conversion and molecular weight. 12-_4 Such reactors are complex because there

are instabilities from the flow and from buoyancy-driven convection. Frontal polymerization is the

static analog of an adiabatic tubular reactor. Our analysis indicates that EITIC should occur in the

frontal polymerization of thermoplastics. Such a fluid flow would affect the conversion and

molecular weight distribution of the polymer produced.

Effects of Bubbles and Foam Formation: Polymeric foams are ideal construction materials in low

earth orbit because of their rigidity. Because the foam structures need stiffness without having to

support their own weight, very large scale structures could be assembled. Moreover, foams could

be very useful construction materials on the moon or Mars because of their inherent insulating

capabilities and their ability to shield against micrometeorites. Experiments on the Conquest I

sounding rocket with butyl acrylate (thermoplastic) revealed an unusual bubble pattern in which

nitrogen gas produced by the decomposition of the nitrile initiator formed a periodic structure. 7 For

previous KC- 135 experiments we reported that bubbles aggregated into large voids during weight-

lessness in the frontal polymerization of a thermoset._5

III. Experimental

Samples were flown aboard NASA's KC- 135 aircraft. The parabolic flights afforded us approxi-

mately 20 seconds of low g (about 0.1 g) followed by a minute of 1 - 1.8 g. Tubes were 40 mm in

diameter and equipped with a piston that moved in order to maintain isobaric conditions. Hexyl

acrylate and 1,6 hexane diol diacrylate were used as received from Aldrich. The initiator was a

tricaprylmethyl ammonium persulfate (Aliquat 336 persulfate) that we synthesized. _6

The thermoset foams consisted of 90% 1,6-hexane diol diacrylate (HDDA) with 10% 2-

hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMAL which was added to slow the front velocity so that multiple

parabolas could be seen in the same sample. A 10% Aliquat persulfate (tetraalkylammonium

persulfate) solution was added to the monomer mixture as a bubble free initiator that will form free

radicals. The blowing agent solution was made up of 5% Aliquat 336 and 95% distilled water.

The Aliquat was added as a surfactant to allow the water to be dispersed in the organic monomer

solution.

Reactions were initiated by heating the outside of the tube (for foam experiments) or by a nichrome

wire directly in contact with the hexyl acrylate. Glycerin and water were studied by injecting one

fluid (containing a dye) into the other in an apparatus that was free floated, allowing approximately

5 seconds of weightlessness.

IV. Results and Discussion

Attempts to observe convection in mg: With the frontal polymerization of hexyl acrylate we at-

tempted to observe convection caused by the supposed gradient of effective interfacial tension. It

was not possible to initiate the front and observe propagation in 20 seconds. Also, bubbles ap-

peared from dissolved air. Figure 2 shows two images separated by a few seconds demonstrating

how g jitter mixed the system. Even in high g the front sustained itself although the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability was apparent (Figure 2). Molten polymer circulated above the front because of
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heatloss,whichcausedaverticalgradientdensity.Polymeralsosankfromthefrontbecauseit is
moredenseevenwhenhot. Although thefront would thenpropagatewithoutanyapparentcon-
vectionduring thenextlow g period,theconvectionreducedanyradialgradientthatwouldhave
beenpresentandcouldhaveinducedafluid flow.

Thermoset Foams: As predicted, the bubble size did increase as the level of gravity decreased, but

there was an overlap of the bubbles produced in microgravity into the region produced in 1.8 g.

This overlap of regions eliminated our ability to measure the density of the foams produced.

monomer

Figure 2. a) Two images of a hexyl acrylate polymerization front in the low g phase

of the parabola. Notice how the bubble has moved to the right (down). b) The

Rayleigh-Taylor instability in 2 g. "Down" is toward the right.

lg 1.8g 0g
Figure 3. Bubbles in thermoset foams. Tubes are 2 cm in diameter.

V. Observations of Glycerin and Water in Low g

A question that arises if an effective interfacial tension exists is whether a drop of a miscible fluid

spontaneously becomes spherical or if a jet spontaneously breaks into drops. We studied water

injected into glycerin and glycerin injected into water in low g on the KC- 135 aircraft. We free

floated the apparatus to achieve quiescent conditions but only for a few seconds. Figure 4 shows

how a drop of water does not become spherical during the short low g period. A stream of

glycerin in water does not break into drops as could be expected from the Rayleigh instability for

immiscible fluids. From Levich, we can estimate the time required for droplet breakup:_7
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The time scale is somewhat longer than the observation peroid allowed but no constriction of the

stream was observed. It may be that the g jitter and fluid flow during injection perturbed the

concentration gradient and reduced the EIT.

We performed another study to test if EITIC could be induced by a temperature gradient along a

miscible interface. Water was carefully layered onto glcyerin. A light bulb was situated at the

interface, which could heat the surrounding fluid 10°C in 2 seconds (Figure 5b). The experiment was

free floated just after the heater was started. No fluid motion along the interface could be detected in

the glycerin. Glycerin is so viscous that any flow would be very slow. Therefore, we diluted the

glycerin with water, which would reduce the EIT but more rapidly decrease the viscosity.

Unfortunately, the slightest bump to the apparatus in free float disrupted the interface.

Vl. Conclusions

Experiments under weightlessness show clearly that frontal polymerization with bubbles produces

foams with different bubble sizes in weightlessness. However, the bubbles produced during the high

g phase affect the bubbles during the low g making it impossible to determine what the behavior

would be if the front propagated only under low gravity.

Numerical simulations indicate that an effective-interfacial-tension induced convection can occur

because of concentration and temperature gradients between a polymer and its miscible monomer.

Because of g jitter, it was not possible to determine if the predicted effective interfacial tension gradi-

ent in a front causes convection in a front with a liquid monomer producing a liquid polymer. Model

experiments with glycerin and water were inconclusive.

To determine how effective-interfacial-tension induced convection could affect polymer processing

requires low periods of higher quality weightlessness.
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Figure 4. a) Water injected into glycerin in low g. b) Glycerin injected into water in low g.

Tube diameter of 2.2 cm.
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Figure 5. The time dependenceof the heater. Glycerin under water in a 2.2 cm diameter tube.
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